PDI Marketing Cloud Solutions
Proven Solutions for Every Marketer

Overview
We know what it takes to design and operate
winning marketing programs, because our
software, experience, and teams of experts
are behind some of the most successful
programs in the convenience retail and
petroleum wholesale industries.

PDI Marketing Cloud Platform
Convenience Retailers & Petroleum
Wholesalers, This is Your Marketing Cloud

Our integrated solutions drive value for key
stakeholders in your business responsible for
marketing, finance, IT, retail operations, as
well your customers. Our secure and scalable
Marketing Cloud technology platform
combined with the expertise of our Marketing
Solutions Practice helps marketers within your
business attract new customers, keep existing
ones, increase customer engagement, and
drive higher revenues and profits.
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PDI Marketing Solutions Practice
Loyalty is a Journey and We Can
Help You Every Step of the Way

Exceptional Solutions
for Every Marketer

PDI Marketing Cloud Platform
PDI Marketing Cloud Platform is a
comprehensive, unified marketing
platform designed for the convenience
retail and petroleum wholesale industries.
Regardless of store networks and
infrastructure, our cloud-based technology
integrates seamlessly with your point of
sale systems and all marketing assets to
meet your company’s unique needs.

Convenience Retailers
& Petroleum Wholesalers,
This is Your Marketing Cloud

And our extensive marketing tool set allows
you to maximize your ROI regardless of the
sophistication or scale of your program.
Optimize your entire marketing program
with PDI Marketing Cloud Platform, and
spend more time on activities that drive
real value like evaluating and improving
your programs, and less spend time on
administration and program execution.

Loyalty
Host
World-class technology
for your program
Create more powerful and effective
data-driven marketing programs by
integrating your POS, CRM and loyalty
systems. Set business rules on how rewards
can be earned and redeemed. With our
easy-to-use cloud platform, you can define,
track and analyze earning and redemption
of cents-per-gallon savings, points,
single-time offers and other promotions.

Spend more time on activities that drive
value, and less time on administration and
execution. Feel confident that your loyalty
program is supported by world-class
technology and that your customers can
redeem the right offers directly at your POS.

99.98%
Uptime

PDI offers a scalable, cloud-based
platform to support marketing programs
in a highly stable environment with
99.98% host uptime.

“As customers’ expectations continue to evolve,
c-store operators will need to realize that having
a loyalty program isn’t enough. You need to
have a good loyalty program or it will
hurt your store’s brand.”
- Jeff Hassman, PDI marketing executive

We ensure your program
is running efficiently with
key assets:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loyalty engine
POS, CRM, back office integration
Real-time transaction processing
Earn-burn, tiers & points-bank logic
Hosted loyalty offer management
Workflow (portal, offer management)
Merchandise/ticket-level items
Discount & CPG currencies
Cents per gallon

375
Million
API messages
per month

4.5
Billion
Transactions
annually

500,000+
Integrated fuel
and convenience
retail locations

Settlement
& Clearing
Secure settlement and
clearing technology
to help your business
run efficiently

Our secure settlement and clearing
technology handles all financial
settlement, rewards clearing and
reconciliation between complex retail
environments, giving you immediate
access to all the financial information you
need to run your business more efficiently,
and profitably.

Ensure your sites get reimbursed for offers
funded by others. Our automated financial
settlement process tracks all loyalty issuance
and redemption across entities within your
program and settles with appropriate
parties, including CPG manufacturers,
to keep everyone whole.

Your loyalty program deserves
a secure settlement and clearing
technology to ensure it runs effectively.

PDI Marketing Cloud Platform:
One powerful engine that unites
sales processing, reward accumulation
and redemption, financial
settlement, and more.

Technology built to make
your marketing programs
more efficient and effective
• Financial settlement
• Rewards clearing
• Reconciliation
Your loyalty program is meant to drive
value and profit to your business. Our
settlement & clearing technology makes
sure that money isn’t left on the table
and each site is running efficiently.

Offer
Automation
Deploy rewards and offers
to target and engage your
customers at the right time
Deploy different offers, rewards and
promotions at scale to help increase
footfall and frequency, convert customers
to higher-margin products, and reach
more segments with relevant rewards that
drive profitable customer behaviors.

Effectively deploy rewards and offers to
target and engage your customers at the
right time, and with the right incentives
that will yield the highest returns.

Key features of offer automation:
• Loyalty & non-loyalty offer setup
• Segmented, triggered
& targeted offers
• Relevant rewards that drive
profitable customer behavior

Take your loyalty program to
the next level with compelling and
targeted offers for your customers.

Sites that issue vendor-funded
rewards from their c-store have
an average of 17% higher loyalty
penetration than sites
that don’t.

The offers your
customers want
Understanding your customers and
getting the right rewards in front of them
is key in having a successful loyalty
program. This includes self-funded offers
like coffee, as well as vendor-funded
offers from Consumer Packaged Goods
brands. Ask us how to get more CPG
offers in your store.

Some brands we work with:

Example POP Signage

Engagement
Tools
Connect with your
customers where, how
and when they want
Engage your customers more effectively
with near real-time offers and messages
in an omni-channel environment,
along with segmented and targeted
engagements designed to drive loyalty
and visit frequency at scale.

Customer engagement designed to
drive profitable changes in consumer
behavior no matter where they are
on their loyalty journey, from new
members to the most loyal visitors.

Segmented, triggered, and ongoing
customer life cycle communications
to keep your customers engaged
with your brand.

Enterprise-class customer
engagement solutions
backed by best practice
knowledge and execution
•
•
•
•

Segmentation & targeting
Campaign management
Digital marketing
Content management

300
Million
Email
Communications
Annually

25
Million
Mobile App Push
Notifications
Annually

400
Thousand
SMS Messages
Annually

99%
Deliverability
Rate

Data
& Analytics
Unparalleled visibility into the
financial and operational
performance of your
marketing efforts

Our customizable, scalable analytics
solution provides unparalleled visibility into
the financial and operational performance
of all your marketing efforts. Measure
and optimize individual campaigns or
overall programs to strengthen customer
relationships with access to the data and
agility you need to prove and improve
program ROI.

Drive value and gain insights into your
marketing and loyalty performance with
a comprehensive analytics and reporting
platform that features dashboards,
financial modeling, data management,
and direct integrations into PDI’s ERP
and pricing solutions.

Example Reporting Dashboard

Bring your operational and customer
data together to drive insights that
empower marketers to deliver better
experiences to customers.

Use business intelligence to make the
most of your data and gain valuable
understanding of your loyalty program
performance and customer
engagement success.

Data that delivers better
program analysis
PDI Marketing Cloud Platform leverages
the power of machine learning,
predictive modeling, and rich member
data to help you understand your
customer, their behaviors, and overall
program performance.

Gain valuable knowledge into
your business through:
•
•
•
•

Dashboards & reporting
Analytics
Financial modeling
Data management

Example Reporting Dashboard

Loyalty is a journey and
we can help you every
step of the way

PDI Marketing Solutions Practice
We’ve been designing profitable loyalty
programs that change consumer
behaviors for nearly two decades. And
we are the only provider of white label
solutions that can truly say we know what
it takes to be successful because we have
done it ourselves.

and management of successful loyalty
programs. We support all your creative
needs from the inside store to the pump,
as well as signage and apps - and
everything in between.
Increase footfall and watch your sales
and revenues soar as deeper customer
engagement paves the way to more loyal
and satisfied customers, and proven ROI.

The experts in our Marketing Solutions
Practice are here to help you every step
of the way. Applying our in-depth industry
knowledge and first-hand experience, we
help convenience retailers and petroleum
wholesalers with the design, delivery,

We have the know-how to build
a successful loyalty program
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Strategy
Our experts will help
design the most effective
program for your business
Leveraging our extensive experience
in designing loyalty programs for the
convenience retail and petroleum
wholesale industries, our approach delivers
the best programs and promotional
strategies to meet your business goals.
From competitive analysis to overall
program design, our expert team will guide
you in building the most effective program

for your business that drives meaningful
changes in your customers’ behaviors.
As program designers and strategists, we
help you understand exactly which offers,
currencies and rewards will motivate your
consumers, and then we’ll help you build
a program strategy that drives ongoing
adoption and engagement. We know
first-hand which approaches can drive the
greatest long-term financial success for your
customers, and our experts will help design
the most effective program for your business.

Building your loyalty program
begins with a deep understanding
of your marketing goals, your
business and your customers.
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We help you understand your customers,
and design a program that drives
profitable engagement.

Enterprise-class solutions
backed by best practice
knowledge and execution
•
•
•
•

Competitive analysis
Business review
Marketing strategy
Program design

Customer’s
Wants
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Your
Marketing
Program
Your
Goals

Your
Brand

Customer
Experience
Expertise and knowledge
to help you design the
best experience for
your customers
Empowering consumers to engage more
deeply in loyalty programs and promotions
through intuitive customer experience
design, we create comprehensive
programs that have the highest impact,
from strategy to creative execution, to
support all of your business goals.

Since we own and have been operating
a successful loyalty program, we have the
expertise and knowledge of how to
change customer behaviors in order to
drive favorable outcomes. Rely on our
experts to help you design the best
experience for your customers.

Promote your offers and remain
top-of-mind with customers
when they're in the store and
at the pump.
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The offers your customers want,
to drive the actions your
business needs.

Boost customer engagement through powerful
loyalty marketing. Set goals, leverage the right
marketing and CRM tools, embrace mobile and
understand the importance of the timing and
frequency when messaging your customer.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer journey maps
UX/UI design
Content creation
In-store physical & digital signage
Pump displays
Mobile app design

Implementation
Leverage our custom-built
launch plan and dedicated
resources to get your
program up and running
We have dedicated teams and deep
knowledge to help you build and launch
your own loyalty program, together with
the right tools and technologies to support
your program’s growth and success.

Our experienced team provides hands-on
support to ensure the technology and tools
are set up for success.

Effectively launch your loyalty
program to the market and begin
building valuable, loyal customers.
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Dedicated resources work with you to
build, test, and deploy the features and
functions that your loyalty program
needs to be successful.

Every step of the way, our
implementation teams are
there for you
•
•
•
•

Creative design
Project management
Asset build
Configuration & setup
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Optimization
Continuously review your
strategy and execute on
opportunities to evolve
and improve your program
Leveraging our systems, know-how and
decades of experience, we provide
customers with ongoing support and help
fine-tune offers, customer engagement and
reporting to maximize program effectiveness.

With the knowledge gleaned from data
insights, we continuously review your
program strategy and help you execute
on opportunities. Program evolution and
improvement, YOY financial benefit, and
ongoing enhancements ensure that you
never miss an opportunity to attract and
keep customers engaged, and maximize
the ROI on your loyalty program.

The best solutions to loyalty
program challenges are derived
from your own program data.
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Merely putting a loyalty program in
place and neglecting to manage
and evolve it can transform a
good strategy into a bad
experience for shoppers.

With the analysis of an
existing program and the
implementation of the right
program enhancements,
an underperforming
loyalty program can be
revitalized to engage
customers, increase sales
and grow the business
•
•
•
•

Offer management
KPI design, tracking & monitoring
Ongoing program review
Testing & continuous improvement
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Insights
Analyze and uncover how
your program is performing
and identify opportunities
to drive more value

We use data to help you create targeted
and personalized offers that will bring
more value to your business and lasting
relationships with your customers.

The first step towards program
evolution is to analyze the existing
program performance to make
informed decisions.

Our experts use data generated by the
PDI Marketing Cloud Platform to turn
business intelligence into actionable
insights to improve your loyalty program’s
performance and drive customer
engagement success.
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We provide you with business
intelligence to make the most of
your data with actionable insights.

Capturing data and using it to
inform your loyalty strategy is
key in building a long-term
successful program
Financial modeling
Business intelligence
Customer behavior analysis
Forecasting
Historical trends
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•

About PDI
PDI helps convenience retailers and
petroleum wholesalers thrive through digital
transformation and enterprise software that
enables them to grow topline revenue,
optimize operations and unify their business
across the entire value chain. Over 1,500
customers in more than 200,000 locations
worldwide count on our leading ERP,
logistics, fuel pricing and marketing cloud
solutions to provide insights that increase
volume, margin, and customer loyalty.
For more than 35 years, our comprehensive
suite of solutions and unmatched expertise
have helped customers reimagine their
enterprise and deliver exceptional
customer experiences.

To find out how PDI can
start helping you today:

(254) 410-7600

